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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the synthesis of virtual human head movements while waiting for a response in 

human-machine interaction systems. The described approach uses a three-dimensional human head model 

and kinematic chain of rigid elements. We proposed a method to perform a motion sequence of a virtual 

head in the idle mode. This mode is a state when a virtual person or robot performs subtle movements 

during the waiting phases between different interaction intervals. This form of action removes the problem 

of character freeze in motion and has a higher degree of user acceptance. This research covers issues related 

to creating trajectories of motion to rotate the head model's rigid objects. The proposed method has been 

used to trajectory generation for loop animation and executes smooth movements in the idle mode. Since 

the used algorithm has low computational requirements and introduces low interaction delays, we can use 

it in real-time operation in the HMI framework.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, human-machine interaction research (HMI) has shown increasing popularity in 

the use of virtual reality (i.e. serious games, systems with human-like interfaces). Therefore, in 

HMI systems, communication between the user and the machine can be performed using a 

virtual representation of a human, commonly known as an avatar. The primary goal of HMI 

researchers is to design an interaction close to interpersonal communication. Thanks to movable 

avatars, information can be transmitted using non-verbal signals such as facial expressions, head 

movements and body language, which may provide intuitive interaction and improve 

communication. 
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In nonverbal interaction, the main communication channel is face and head gestures, because 

it provides information about the person's emotional condition or intentions (Boker 2011). The 

face transmits a person's emotional state, but it does not properly consider the intensity of 

emotions (Cohn 2004) and the situational context. For this purpose, it is essential to consider 

the movement aspects of the head to full interaction. There are many publications on social 

behaviour emphasized the meaning of head motion in interaction. Harrigan (2005) and Graf 

(2002) examined the effects of head movement in non-verbal communication. For example, the 

basic head movements such as tilting and nodding are essential in conversation, in active 

listening. As a consequence, head-nodding can be used instead of verbal information like "yes"/ 

"no" (Boker 2011, Heylen 2005, Munhall 2004) or can be used for the point at something: ''this 

one''/ ''that one'' (Tojo 2000) in addition, the meaning of the spoken word is determined by the 

head's movement (Sun 2011, Greenwood 2017). 

In the works on the human motion, most  research concerns the expression of emotions, and 

the concept of idle movements is often neglected. In real life, people perform a lot of 

movements, even when they don't do anything, but avatars and robots usually are “frozen” in 

standby mode. Because the main objective of this study's is to model human behaviour, we  

should consider the situation when the virtual person is waiting for interactions with the user. 

Idle movements are interpreted as subtle actions that occur while the avatar or robot is waiting 

for interactions with the environment and does not perform any tasks. The set of these subtle 

movements include head-swaying, small facial grimaces and eye blinking. This form of 

activities eliminates the moments when the avatar does not move (Kocoń 2014) what appears 

many times in HCI applications or games. As a result, the realism of the animation improves, 

and the chance of the uncanny valley (MacDorman 2006) effect decreases. Several applications 

still ignore this issue, which results in unnatural behaviour for the human like  constant position 

or repetitive sequence. The significance of using such gestures has been presented in (Salem 

2011), where two interactions schemes were compared. The gesture-based robot was perceived 

more positively by users because it displayed social competencies. Head gestures complete 

verbal communication and can increase the realism of the actions of virtual characters. 

Therefore three-dimensional human is popular in HMI applications such as social robotics 

(Ligthart 2018), driver assistance systems (Schwarz 2017) where we have user-friendly 

interfaces as custom avatars, or in serious games (Cai 2018). 

Idle aspects have been characterized in (Jung 2013), where Jung et al. demonstrated the 

significance of body motion in no interaction conditions by testing five selected roles of 

movement used when one of the subjects of observation does not speak, and another one is 

idling. The goal of their research was to find rules to generate improved motion system but they 

did not include the anthropomorphic aspects of motion. In (Egges 2004) an approach based on 

Principal Component Analysis is presented, where they generate two layers of subtle motions 

like variations in body posture and change of balance when a person is standing. This approach 

is used to obtain the continuity between used animations without additional motion sequences. 

Based on a dedicated database of full body postures and different sequences of motion, idle 

animation is generated to represent a specific person.  

An interesting application of idle movements is presented in (Song 2009). Idle motions are 

extracted from video data, where participants were observed at the information centre. They 

recorded ten people, and recording time was about 10 minutes per each subject of observation. 

They analyzed idle motion and selected six behavioural patterns which were applied to the robot 

with the 3-DOFs neck. The head and neck motion was used to the interaction like eye contact 

and looking around for the user. In (Asselborn 2017) Asselborn explored the effect of a robot’s 
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idle type movements during interaction with children. In their approach, they used a set of 

gestures with the three level intensities such as low, medium and high. Results show that the 

user perception of humanity and friendliness increases with the level of intensity in the idle 

mode. Cafaro et al in (Cafairo 2009) describe gaze behaviour for animated avatars that are 

simply idling. To design gaze behaviour they have observed the subject of observation in two 

situations, first: the main bus terminal for waiting behaviour and the main shopping street 

downtown for walking behaviour. Additonaly, they have constructed a virtual model of the 

space to explore their testing behaviours. Base on it, they observed the relation between gaze 

targets and proxemics for waiting person.  

In this work, we propose an approach to provide idle motion in virtual space. Because the 

idle mode is not a primary movement in the interaction scheme and has an effect on continuously 

performed actions, it is desirable to use a technique with a low computational cost. Since for the 

humans the most readable form of information is the message communicated by another person, 

we decided to focus on motion synthesis using the human-like virtual character. 

2. HEAD MOTION MODELING  

For the head animation, a three-dimensional model was used. The model was built using the 

properties of mid-age woman’s head, which was created based on basic information on facial 

topology, including aspects of the anatomical structure of the flexible face areas and rigid head. 

In our visual representation of the head, we have taken the essential anatomical features of the 

human face and head like head proportions, and facial shape into consideration. The main 

proportions of the head like the distance between the jaw and the top of the head, division of the 

head and the position of the ear is shown in Figure 1. 

Initial motion analysis was made on a test group of 30 people in the situation of waiting for 

an interview. Sequences were recorded in the front, side, and top view to obtaining ranges of 

motion for three rotations. Waiting for the interaction took from 15 to 30 seconds, and a total of 

180 sequences were obtained with different types of waiting for situations at each development 

phase of our avatar.  

 

 

Figure 1. The main proportions of the head: the distance between the jaw and the top of the head (a);  

the head viewed in profile (b); the position of the ear (c); division into upper skull and facial part (d) 
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Based on the recorded sequences, types of motion for three rotations in the idle situation 

were observed, what is shown in Figure 2. The ranges of motion obtained for selected types of 

rotation were computed using the analysis of recorded sequences for three rotations in the real 

situation. Obtained ranges for selected gestures of the human head are presented in Table 1. 

 

Figure 2. Selected gestures of the human head 

Having anatomical aspects of a human motion, we decided that head should be analyzed as 

a rigid body; therefore, for motion description, we have used the set of non-deformable elements 

connected by joints. The localization of the elements that correspond to the head and neck is 

depicted in Figure 3. The presented kinematic chain contains three elements, where element 𝐶1 

indicate pitch motion, element 𝐶2 roll rotation and element 𝐶3 yaw motion. The obtained ranges 

of motion expressed in degrees for discussed types of rotation are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. The ranges of motion expressed in degrees for selected gestures of the human head 

Roll Pitch Yaw 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

-14 19 -12 20 -23 32 

 

 

Figure 3. The chain of rigid elements defined for head movements 
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3. IDLE MOTION SYNTHESIS 

In idle mode, the subtle head gestures can be modelled by slight rotations of rigid elements, 

where the movements should be random for every axis in three-dimensional space. To generate 

such movements, we have decided to create rotation trajectories where every angle change is 

performed by correcting the actual angle by the trajectory value in each animation frame. For 

this purpose in this work, we propose a scheme to generate trajectories for modelling a human 

head model by rotating rigid elements using pseudo-random source. 

 

The procedure of trajectory generation can be summarised in the following steps: 

1. Generate a sequence of numbers where any value r(𝑛) has to satisfy the condition  

|r(𝑛) − 𝑟(𝑛 − 1)| = |r(𝑛) − 𝑟(𝑛 + 1)| = 1, where 𝑛 = 1, … , 𝑁 − 2 and 𝑁 is the 

length of the trajectory. 

2. Smoothing obtained trajectory by performing the convolution of the data with the 

smoothing window kernel. 

3. Normalization and adjustment the smoothed trajectory to the expected range of 

changes. 

4. Modify the trajectory by introducing the split the trajectory into two parts, exchange 

them and join together to make a seamless trajectory.  

 

 

The scheme of the proposed procedure is presented in Figure 4. First, as a pseudo-random 

source of numbers, we have decided to use a linear congruential generator (LCG) algorithm 

(Press 2007) due to its simplicity and ease of obtaining the same series of numbers for a given 

configuration. Such a generator can be described as: 

 

𝑟(𝑛 + 1) = [𝑎 ∙ 𝑟(𝑛) + 𝑐] 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚, 
 

where 𝑎, 𝑐 and 𝑚 are constants which define the generated sequence of pseudo-random 

numbers, 𝑛 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 and 𝑟(0) is the seed value. In our experiments, we have use 

𝑎 = 3101517285, 𝑐 = 672311 and 𝑚 = 232 which have been selected during experiments by 

tweaking the values, applying them in trajectory generation and assessment of the final head 

movements. They can be selected arbitrarily, and the proposed values were suitable for our 

application. The values have no important meaning in this context but can be used to reproduce 

experiments. The trajectory is generated using the formula 𝑢(0) = 0,  

where 𝑢(0) = 0, 𝑛 = 0, … , 𝑁 − 1 and 𝛿 - changes between consecutive values.  

In the next step, smoothing is performed to remove rapid changes which are undesirable for 

natural-looking animation. The smoothing process has been carried out by using low-pass 

filtering with a smoothing window kernel (Smith 1997). The filtering operation is realized by 

convolution of the generated trajectory with kernel function (Press 2007), what is depicted in 

Figure 4, where 𝑊 is the window size and 𝑢(𝑛 − 𝑚) = 0 for  𝑛 − 𝑚 < 0. 

Many window functions can be used for smoothing, and the level of smoothness is mainly 

dependent on kernel size. The selection of the window is not significant for the considered 

application, so we decided in our study to use the Hanning window (Poularikas 1998) defined 

as you can see in the proposed scheme, where: 𝑚 = 0, … , 𝑊 − 1.   
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In the last phase, the smoothed trajectory is adjusted to the desired range change where all 

values should be in the range [𝛼1, 𝛼2] and 𝛼1 < 𝛼2. Therefore, a new stage has been applied 

where the smoothed data is scaled and adjusted to the final range based on �̂�(𝑛), where 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛  

and  𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 denote the minimal and maximal value of 𝑠(𝑛) respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4. Diagram of the proposed scheme 

As an example of a final �̂�(𝑛) trajectories for head animation in idle mode, trajectories 

generated for each rigid object are presented in Figure 5, where the parameters are shown in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2. Parameters of example trajectories 

𝑁 𝑊 𝑟(0) 𝛼1 𝛼2 
900 59 127 -4 12 

900 59 259 -13 13 

900 59 8821 -9 9 

Figure 5. Example seamless trajectories for 3D rotation of three elements of the model 

The advantages of the proposed approach include the simplicity, low computational cost and 

reproducibility of trajectories for a given length 𝑵 and random seed 𝒓(𝟎). The configuration 

parameters allow us to get a whole range of functions for animation process modelling. 

The problem with the obtained trajectories is the fact that despite they are seamless, the 

boundary values are different in every case as depicted in Figure 3, and their parameters are 

shown in Table 2. Since the rotation starts from any head position, it is important to use the 

trajectory as an incremental value. Therefore, the trajectory should start from zero value. To 

modify the trajectory, we have introduced the split point position 𝑝, where we split the trajectory 

into two parts, exchange them and join together. We can select the splitting position arbitrarily, 

but it has to be selected at a value equal to zero in this case. In Figure 6 you can observe split 

point p and all process of the trajectory looping.  
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Figure 6. Process of the trajectory looping (from top to bottom): input trajectory, Hanning window 

function, input trajectory multiplied by the window function, exchange two parts of the trajectory around 

the split point 𝑝, the final seamless trajectory 

 

Assuming that the angle may change in two directions, the function has zero-crossing points. 

To find out the zero crossing positions, we have used the function: 

𝑣(𝑛) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[𝑢(𝑛 + 1)] − 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[𝑢(𝑛)] and if the 𝑣(𝑛) ≠ 0 then the zero crossing occurs at 

position n. In our approach, when there are more zero-crossings than one, we select it randomly. 

The modification of trajectories from Figure 5 are depicted in Figure 7 where  

zero-crossings selected as split points are marked, and their values are presented in Table 3. 
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Figure 7. Modified trajectories using marked zero-crossings 

 

Table 3. Parameters of final seamless trajectories 

𝑁 𝑊 𝑟(0) 𝛼1 𝛼2 𝑝 

900 59 127 -4 12 273 
900 59 259 -13 13 503 

900 59 8821 -9 9 190 

 

Finally, based on the proposed approach, we have obtained motion sequences for idle mode, 

an example of a few frames of animation is shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Example animation frames for the person in idle mode 

4. CONCLUSION 

The primary part of our study is to improve the situation when the virtual model of a person is 

inactive in terms of external events. This paper introduces the method of modelling head 

movements of artificial avatars in the state between interactions.  

The method suggested in this paper makes it possible to accurately simulate subtle head 

movements by incorporating motion trajectories for the modification of the angle of rigid bodies 

used to move the human head model. To obtain final looped trajectory, we have proposed 

algorithm which exploits the basic sequence generator, smoothing and normalizing stages and 

trajectory correction phase. The most time-consuming part of our technique is the smoothing 

stage which incorporates the filtering operation in the time domain.  
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